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Abstract
In 2011, the US Food and drug Administration (FDA) developed a strategic plan for regulatory science that focuses on developing new
tools, standards, and approaches to assess the safety, efficacy, quality, andperformance of FDA-regulated products. In line with this, the
Division of Applied Regulatory Science was created to move new science into the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER)
review process and close the gap between scientific innovation and drug review. The Division, located in the Office of Clinical
Pharmacology, is unique in that it performs mission-critical applied research and review across the translational research spectrum
including in vitro and in vivo laboratory research, in silico computational modeling and informatics, and integrated clinical research
covering clinical pharmacology, experimental medicine, and postmarket analyses. The Division collaborates with Offices throughout
CDER, across the FDA, other government agencies, academia, and industry. The Division is able to rapidly form interdisciplinary teams
of pharmacologists, biologists, chemists, computational scientists, and clinicians to respond to challenging regulatory questions for
specific review issues and for longer-range projects requiring the development of predictive models, tools, and biomarkers to speed
the development and regulatory evaluation of safe and effective drugs. This article reviews the Division’s recent work and future
directions, highlighting development and validation of biomarkers; novel humanized animal models; translational predictive safety
combining in vitro, in silico, and in vivo clinical biomarkers; chemical and biomedical informatics tools for safety predictions; novel
approaches to speed the development of complex generic drugs, biosimilars, and antibiotics; and precision medicine.
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Introduction

The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has a

mission to protect public health by assuring the safety, efficacy,

and security of human and veterinary drugs, biological prod-

ucts, medical devices, our nation’s food supply, cosmetics, and

products that emit radiation. In addition, FDA is responsible for

facilitating innovations that make medicines more effective,

safer, and more affordable.1 In order to accomplish these goals,

FDA has stimulated advancement of regulatory science, which

is defined as “the science of developing new tools, standards,

and approaches to assess the safety, efficacy, quality, and per-

formance of all FDA regulated products.”2 This was high-

lighted in FDA’s Regulatory Science Strategic Plan3 that

prompted a new focus by FDA research staff to advance the

state of science within the agency, publish their research find-

ings in peer-reviewed scientific journals, and translate new

science into the regulatory review of medical products.

The FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER)

published a Science Needs Report in 2011 and Safety Research

Priorities in 2015.4,5 These highlighted priorities span both

extramural and intramural research, the latter being critical for

rapid response to urgent regulatory questions and for ensuring

that research is immediately transferrable to the review pro-

cess. Within CDER, there are three dedicated laboratory

research groups that meet this challenge: the Office of Phar-

maceutical Quality’s Office of Testing and Research (OTR)
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and Office of Biological Products (OBP) (see Fisher et al6 for a

review of research activities), and the Office of Translational

Science’s Office of Clinical Pharmacology, Division of

Applied Regulatory Science (DARS). This article focuses on

the translational research division—DARS.

DARS tackles emerging regulatory questions and develops

and implements new regulatory review tools and approaches

across the spectrum of in vitro, in silico (computational), in

vivo (animal models and clinical pharmacology/experimental

medicine), and postmarket safety analyses (Figure 1). The

vision of DARS is to facilitate the integration of new science

into the process of evaluating the safety and efficacy of pro-

posed and marketed products and to close the gap between

scientific innovation and this process of drug review. To

achieve this vision, DARS performs FDA and CDER

mission-critical research to develop and evaluate tools, stan-

dards, and approaches to assess the safety, efficacy, quality,

and performance of drugs and provides expert regulatory

review consultations for mechanistic evaluation and other

immediate regulatory needs. The Division forms teams around

projects with individual researchers serving as team leaders or

team members. This unique multidisciplinary group includes

physicians, pharmacologists, pharmacists, veterinarians, phar-

macokineticists, toxicologists, physiologists, immunologists,

microbiologists, molecular and cellular biologists, biochemists,

inorganic chemists, pharmaceutical scientists, computational

biologists, bioengineers, biophysicists, and mathematicians.

This article reviews the Division’s recent work, broadly

grouping efforts into the development and validation of (1)

safety biomarkers; (2) humanized animal models for detecting

immune-mediated adverse events; (3) a translational cardiac

safety paradigm combining in vitro and in silico predictions

with clinical biomarkers in phase 1 trials; (4) chemical and

biomedical informatics tools for assessing drug safety and

mechanisms of action; (5) analytical methods, novel models,

and new approaches to speed drug development, particularly of

complex generic drugs, biosimilars, and antibiotics; and (6)

novel approaches to advance precision medicine.

Biomarkers

Biomarkers are defined characteristics that are objectively mea-

sured and evaluated as indicators of normal biological processes,

pathologic processes, or biological responses to a therapeutic

intervention.7 Biomarkers can be used to select patients for clin-

ical trials and treatment, identify safety problems related to a drug,

or reveal pharmacological activity predictive of therapeutic

response. CDER created a formal biomarker qualification pro-

cess,7 through which biomarkers can be assessed and pronounced

suitable for a particular context of use in drug development. This

“qualification” allows use of the biomarker across multiple drug

development programs without the need for repeated assessment

and thereby promotes general use of these qualified biomarkers.

DARS scientists have contributed to the development, character-

ization, and validation of multiple biomarkers and have been

involved in the review of biomarker qualification packages sub-

mitted to the Agency. The following highlights safety biomarkers

that DARS scientists have studied in FDA laboratories.

Biomarkers of Acute Pancreatic Injury

Following emergence of postapproval pancreatic injury safety

signals for antidiabetic drugs targeting the glucagon-like

peptide-1 pathway, DARS initiated a series of in vitro and in

vivo studies on drug-induced acute pancreatitis to understand the

mechanism, discover a viable model, and identify and character-

ize novel genomic (microRNA) biomarkers of acute pancreatic

injury. In a project that generated 9 publications, molecular pro-

cesses and components involved in early injury were verified8,9

and a role for glucagon-like peptide-1 drugs in injury was

hypothesized.10 In addition, novel microRNA biomarkers of

acute pancreatic injury were characterized in rodents11 and

dogs.12 In ongoing work, cell specificity for the microRNAs in

the pancreas is being studied using laser capture microscopy and

leveraging Next Generation Sequencing to determine the preva-

lence of microRNA variants in cell types and to define the role of

the microRNAs in the cell. Informed by this work, a public-

private consortium has started the process to formally qualify

these microRNA biomarkers for regulatory use.

Biomarkers of Acute Kidney Injury

The first biomarker package submitted to FDA for qualification

was for a set of acute kidney injury biomarkers. The progression

of this package through the process was an iterative learning

experience for the submitters and the reviewers. Initial knowl-

edge gaps included behavior of the biomarkers during recovery

from injury (eg, whether they return to baseline levels). DARS

provided early data on kidney injury biomarker behavior during

recovery from injury and a template for further studies13 to be

Figure 1. The FDA Division of Applied Regulatory Science (DARS)
uses multiple avenues of research to close the gap between scientific
innovation, translational research, and drug review. DARS applies in
vitro and in vivo laboratory research, in silico computational modeling,
and informatics and integrated clinical research to develop new reg-
ulatory science tools, perform post-market analyses, and assimilate
innovative science into the drug review process to enhance drug
safety and efficacy.
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conducted by the submitters. DARS research supported the

context-of-use criteria for those first kidney biomarkers qualified

through the FDA process as well as those subsequently sub-

mitted in a second package, in part by demonstrating in a study

with contrast media that the candidate biomarkers identified

tubular injury and not primary glomerular impairment.14

Histopathology Methods for Biomarker
Qualification Studies

In making determinations about the validity of a given toxicity

biomarker to be used in regulatory decision making, FDA staff

are interested in the quality, quantity, and consistency of histo-

pathology data. DARS engaged with the reviewers to design and

execute experiments to evaluate the impact of existing industry

histopathology practices on data interpretation and to determine

if alternative approaches might be more informative to the

review process. Major sources of variation in standard industry

histopathology methods and the impact of that variability on

interpretation were defined by DARS.15 Follow-up studies indi-

cated that more complex evaluation methods (Figure 2) did not

outperform the existing standard methodology.16 Ultimately,

FDA published the Guidance to Industry on Histopathology

Methods for Biomarker Qualifications Studies that aligned with

and was supported by DARS data.17

Noninvasive Biomarkers of Phospholipidosis

Phospholipidosis denotes an excessive accumulation of phos-

pholipid in lysosome-derived vesicles that is not unusual to see

in nonclinical studies with cationic amphiphilic drugs and ami-

noglycoside antibiotics. The actual clinical incidence and

implications of phospholipidosis are unclear because of an

inability to monitor the presence and progress of phospholipi-

dosis in patients. The location and degree of phospholipidosis

varies by drug and have generally been shown to be slowly

reversible. However, because of morphological similarities with

lysosomal storage disorders and undetermined toxicity potential

from drug accumulation, the observation of phospholipidosis

resulted in novel molecules being dropped from the drug devel-

opment process. To allow further investigation of some of these

potentially beneficial drugs, studies were conducted by DARS to

examine candidate biomarkers for phospholipidosis, and a urin-

ary biomarker was identified.18

Biomarkers of Drug Efficacy for
Medical Countermeasures

Stimulating the development of treatments for diseases and

toxins used as weapons against the public are another area in

which FDA increasingly operates. Developing treatments

called medical countermeasures (MCM) for these types of

threats to the US public health is complicated by the inability

to test for safety and efficacy in patients. These diseases and

toxic exposures are too deadly to allow exposure and testing in

healthy volunteers as in a routine drug development program

and natural occurrences are too infrequent to provide adequate

and timely data for efficacy testing. In response, DARS has

worked to develop models and discover biomarkers to facilitate

MCM development, including for high-mortality influenza,19

while continuing to explore opportunities to apply in vitro, in

vivo, and in silico tools to facilitate MCM development.

Biomarkers of Drug-Induced Vascular Injury

Drug-induced vascular injury is a toxicity seen in nonclinical

studies in rats, dogs, and primates.20-22 It is seen with significant

frequency in drug development across many classes of small

molecule drugs. The clinical occurrence and relevance of vas-

cular injury are not well defined, and the mechanism of action is

poorly understood, but appears to involve some dysregulation of

nitric oxide production. For some drugs, surrogate biomarkers

such as systemic blood pressure can be used to monitor for

vascular injury, but for other drugs, the toxicity cannot directly

be monitored. To overcome this hurdle, DARS engaged with a

public-private consortium through the Critical Path Institute to

perform research investigating the mechanism(s) of action in this

toxicity as well as evaluating candidate biomarkers. A package

of biomarkers derived from and supported by this consortium is

presently in the FDA qualification process.

Novel Humanized Animal Models

While many drug-induced adverse events and safety biomar-

kers are transferable between species, the immune system is

very species-specific and traditional animal models often fail

Figure 2. Digital image analysis of Kim-1 immunohistochemical
staining of cisplatin-induced kidney injury used for quantitative injury
assessment did not improve on pathologist semiquantitative evalua-
tion. Figure shows 20� whole slide image (A) with magnified example
(B) of Kim-1 positive staining (brown); corresponding positive pixel
image analysis (B, D), with yellow, orange, and red representing weak
positive, positive, and strong positive, respectively; reproduced from
Shea et al.16
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to detect immune-mediated adverse events. This has become

particularly important with the recent focus on biologic drugs

and immunotherapies for cancer. To address this, DARS

has taken immune23,24 and liver25 humanized mouse models

(Figure 3) and enhanced them for application to the pharma-

cology and toxicity assessment of biologics, biosimilars, and

small molecule drugs.

These immune-humanized mice can be used to test the func-

tional effects of changes in therapeutic protein structure as a

result of variations in drug-manufacturing processes. Immune-

humanized mice can also be used to study adverse events asso-

ciated with therapeutic proteins such as the loss of immune

system modulation associated with the use of checkpoint inhi-

bitors or the ability to induce excessive release of cytokines.

Finally, therapeutic biologic drugs are made in living cells and

can have differences from batch to batch, and between manu-

facturers, and thus “generic” products are called “biosimilars.”

These mice can provide a useful nonclinical model system to

compare responses between innovator therapeutic drugs and

proposed biosimilar drugs. Ongoing research is being con-

ducted using well-characterized protein drugs to determine the

performance of humanized mouse models in these various reg-

ulatory review scenarios.

In addition to immune-humanized mice, DARS is

evaluating liver-humanized mice. This model uses a mouse

with liver-specific expression of viral thymidine kinase on an

NOD/Shi-scid/IL-2Rgnull immune-deficient background.

Treatment of these mice with ganciclovir results in loss of most

mouse hepatocytes and allows engraftment with human hepa-

tocytes that are injected into the spleen and which migrate to

the liver. The mice become chimeras with mixed human and

murine hepatocytes but with a majority of human hepatocytes.

These mice have potential as a pharmacology model to assess

aspects of human-specific drug metabolism in a nonclinical

model. Finally, methods to create dual liver and immune huma-

nized mice are being established. This is expected to result in a

valuable research tool that, in combination with single liver-

and immune-humanized mice, will allow critical investigations

into the role and contribution of the immune system to drug-

induced liver toxicity. The humanized mouse work is providing

the drug development and regulatory communities with novel

and valuable tools to evaluate the effects of pharmaceuticals on

human cells and tissues.

Translational Approaches to Predictive Safety

While prior biomarker work has focused on in vivo markers

that could be applied during the drug development process,

ideally, drug safety predictions could be utilized even earlier

during development to help drug developers select the safest

and most effective compounds to move forward. With this in

mind, a new predictive safety paradigm is being pursued that

combines in vitro cell assays with in silico modeling of human

cells to predict cardiac safety early in development, followed

by a check in early phase 1 clinical trials with electrocardio-

graphic (ECG) biomarkers.

In the 1990s to early 2000s, multiple drugs were removed

from the market because they exhibited an increased risk of

torsade de pointes, an arrhythmia that can lead to sudden cardiac

death. A regulatory paradigm was put in place in 2005 by the

International Council for Harmonisation for assessing the proar-

rhythmic risk of new drugs that focuses on determining whether

a drug blocks the hERG potassium channel and prolongs repo-

larization time (the QT interval) on the ECG.26-28 Testing drugs

for hERG potassium channel block and QT prolongation is sen-

sitive for identifying drugs that may cause torsade de pointes, but

is not specific as some drugs block hERG and prolong QT

without causing torsade de pointes.

Figure 3. DARS utilizes advanced “humanized” mouse models to improve drug safety assessment. These models, optimized in DARS
laboratories, provide an enhanced predictive ability for human immune and liver responses to drugs, thereby improving the ability to recognize
in an animal model potential adverse events that are specific to humans. These models can also inform the assessment process for determining
the similarity between complex biological drugs (biosimilars). Scheme for immune-humanized mouse model is shown above.
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To improve on the current paradigm, DARS working together

with FDA/CDER’s Office of New Drugs and an international

consortium of drug regulators, industry, and academia developed

the Comprehensive in vitro Proarrhythmia Assay (CiPA) initia-

tive.29-33 The CiPA initiative is developing an in vitro and in

silico paradigm for cardiac safety evaluation of new drugs that

provides a more accurate and comprehensive mechanistic-based

assessment of proarrhythmic potential. CiPA involves 4 compo-

nents (Figure 4): (1) in vitro assessment of drug effects on mul-

tiple cardiac ion channels; (2) integration of the multi-ion

channel effects in an in silico computer model of the human

ventricular cardiomyocyte to output a proarrhythmic risk score;

(3) assessment for unanticipated effects in vitro using human-

induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes; and

(4) phase 1 clinical studies with exposure-response analysis.

DARS is leading applied research across all 4 components to

develop and validate this novel regulatory paradigm.

For the in vitro assessment of drug effects on multiple car-

diac ion channels, DARS is assessing 28 CiPA test drugs that

were selected by an external group of experts, the CiPA Com-

pound Selection Group. Drugs are being assessed using manual

patch clamp techniques to assess block potency34 and with a

protocol to elicit the dynamic interactions between the drug and

hERG potassium channel.35,36 The effect of the 28 drugs on the

multiple potassium, sodium, and calcium ion channels is inte-

grated into the in silico model. DARS developed this in silico

model by incorporating a novel dynamic hERG model37 into

the O’Hara-Rudy ventricular cardiomyocyte cell model.38 An

initial set of 12 of the 28 CiPA drugs has been classified into

low, intermediate, and high risk for arrhythmias, corresponding

with the categories assigned by the Compound Selection

Group.37 In addition, the 28 CiPA drugs are being assessed

in induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes in

an international, multisite validation study funded by FDA.

Two different laboratory device platforms are being studied:

multi-electrode arrays and voltage-sensitive optical technolo-

gies. While that study is ongoing, multiple preliminary studies

have demonstrated the potential of these technologies, includ-

ing a large study completed at FDA.39

Clinical Biomarkers for Cardiac Safety in
Early Phase 1 Studies

The last component of CiPA involves an ECG assessment in

early clinical phase 1 studies (single or multiple ascending dose

studies) to determine if there are unexpected ion channel

effects compared to the preclinical ion channel data, as might

occur with human-specific metabolites or differences in protein

binding. In order to identify novel clinical ECG biomarkers that

could differentiate drug-induced multichannel block, an anal-

ysis of 500,000 digital ECGs from 34 clinical thorough QT

studies was performed and compared to nonclinical ion channel

data. An ECG biomarker (J-Tpeak interval) was identified that

could differentiate drugs that selectively block hERG (high

torsade risk) from those that block hERG and late sodium or

L-type calcium currents (low torsade risk) (Figure 5).40 In order

to further assess this biomarker, two prospective clinical trials

were performed assessing a total of 8 drugs and 3 drug combi-

nations.41,42 In an additional analysis, 12 potential biomarkers

were evaluated and J-Tpeak was found to be the best biomarker

at discriminating multichannel block.43,44 In order to facilitate

widespread use of this new method, the algorithm was released

as open-source software (https://github.com/FDA/ecglib),45

which has already been integrated into ECG analysis software

by commercial vendors. The complete CiPA initiative was

recently endorsed by the Pharmaceutical Science and Clinical

Pharmacology Advisory Committee46 with a goal of revising

the International Council for Harmonisation guidelines (E14

Figure 4. The 4 components of the Comprehensive in vitro Proarrhythmia Assay (CiPA)
First, drug effects on multiple ion channel currents are assessed. Second, a proarrhythmic score is computed using an in silico model of the
human ventricular cardiomyocyte, which integrates the individual ion channel effects. The third component is a confirmatory in vitro study using
human stem cell–derived ventricular cardiomyocytes. The goal of the fourth component is to use human phase 1 ECG data to determine if
unexpected ion channel effects are observed in humans compared to preclinical ion channel data predictions; reproduced from Vicente et al.32
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and S7B)26,27 to incorporate this new mechanistic, model-

informed approach into drug safety assessment.

Chemical and Biomedical Informatics and
Systems Pharmacology

As with the CiPA initiative, application of other in silico

approaches can speed drug development by enabling pharma-

ceutical applicants to apply predictive models early in devel-

opment and for regulators to perform rapid analyses in the

premarket or postmarket phase. DARS develops and validates

chemical and biomedical informatics tools and models for

these applications.

Chemical Informatics Models for Improved
Safety Assessment

The ability to apply knowledge about chemical structures and

their relationship to biological activity has become an increas-

ingly important part of drug development and regulatory review.

The term chemical informatics describes the interface between

chemistry and computational-based information science and

includes the compilation, organization, and analysis of chemical

information to develop knowledge bases and predictive models.

Chemical informatics tools and approaches developed by DARS

research activities are now routinely being used across CDER to

inform regulatory decisions on product safety. They include

databases of nonclinical toxicology and clinical adverse effect

findings linked through chemical structures to facilitate

structure-based searching, and (quantitative) structure-activity

relationship ((Q)SAR) models that predict biological activity

based on chemical structure (Figure 6). For example, a combi-

nation of a similarity search and a (Q)SAR evaluation on a drug

structure is used to identify structural comparators and their

corresponding clinical adverse effect profiles to determine

whether a safety signal is typical of that structural class and can

be attributed to a specific chemical feature.

DARS chemical informatics research efforts focus on the

development, use, and improvement of chemical informatics

tools to provide structure-based safety assessments. Emphasis

is placed on nonclinical and clinical endpoints of regulatory

significance, including genetic toxicity, carcinogenicity, hepa-

totoxicity, and cardiotoxicity.47 Models are constructed from

public data to ensure transparency and to facilitate the applica-

tion of “expert knowledge” to predictions to obtain the best

overall conclusions. The steady improvement in (Q)SAR pre-

dictive performance in recent years has culminated in the

implementation of the first harmonized pharmaceutical regula-

tory guidance where (Q)SAR models can be used as a replace-

ment for experimental testing.48 The International Council for

Harmonisation M7 guideline49 describes how to assess and

control DNA-reactive (mutagenic) impurities in pharmaceuti-

cals to limit potential carcinogenic risk. This represents a state-

of-the-art method for impurity qualification50 and is a major

milestone in the regulatory acceptance of (Q)SAR modeling.51

In addition to developing new models and structure-linked

databases, DARS chemical informatics scientists perform reg-

ulatory reviews for new and generic drug products. In 2016,

582 compounds were analyzed in 232 consultations. This

includes (Q)SAR assessments performed in-house and expert

reviews of (Q)SAR data submitted by pharmaceutical appli-

cants for quality and completeness. In both situations, lessons

Figure 5. An illustration of the relation of the body surface electrocardiogram (ECG) to the underlying ventricular action potentials. Arrows
pointing into the action potential are inward currents (calcium and late sodium) and arrows pointing out denote outward currents (hERG
potassium). Blocking the calcium or late sodium current primarily shortens the early parts of repolarization (J-Tpeak), whereas hERG potassium
channel block prolongs both early (J-Tpeak) and late repolarization (Tpeak-Tend). Thus, the J-Tpeak interval can differentiate drugs that only
block hERG (eg, dofetilide, high torsade risk) from those that block hERG and inward currents (eg, ranolazine, low torsade risk). Drug-induced
changes in heart rate-corrected QT (QTc), heart rate-corrected J-Tpeak (J-Tpeakc), and Tpeak-Tend are shown for dofetilide (left) and
ranolazine (right). Both drugs prolong QTc; however, only dofetilide prolongs J-Tpeakc, and the absence of J-Tpeakc prolongation suggests that
a drug is an hERG potassium channel block that has “balanced” inward current block and is not associated with torsade; reproduced from
Johannesen et al.41
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can be learned from the real-time application of models and

this knowledge can then be applied to the next generation of

models, to build on strengths and address weaknesses. Newly

emerging research and development areas for the application of

chemical informatics at CDER include the evaluation of a

strategy using (Q)SAR predictions in combination with

structure-based searching to support the development of new

drugs for severely debilitating and life-threatening diseases,

where certain safety studies could potentially be deferred to

the postmarket setting or waived entirely. Additionally,

3-dimensional (Q)SAR models are being developed to predict

the receptor binding of newly identified synthetic street drugs

(eg, opioids) to assess their abuse potential and subsequent risk

to public health.

Biomedical Informatics Tools for Improved
Safety Assessment

Clinical trials may not identify serious adverse events that sub-

sequently come to light in the postmarket setting when drugs are

administered to broader and larger patient populations. A num-

ber of approaches attempt to predict these adverse events with

varying degrees of success.52-55 DARS is developing and testing

informatics-based approaches that link adverse events to drug

targets,56,57 capturing therapeutic on-target and “off-target”

effects (Figure 7). An integrated approach is utilized that

involves pooling together all drugs known to “hit” a specific

target in combination with information from (1) postmarket

safety reports in the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System,

(2) adverse events listed on all FDA drug labels and (3) data-

bases that synthesize adverse events from reports in the peer-

reviewed literature. Statistical analyses are applied that integrate

these different data sources into a single risk assessment, which

is then manually reviewed by an expert.

Validation of this approach is underway with a large number

of previously approved drugs to optimize thresholds for poten-

tial application at different points in drug development. This

Figure 6. DARS chemical informatics projects are focused on endpoints of regulatory interest, linked through chemical structure. Research
activities include (1) database development for model training and validation; (2) development of web-based applications to enable direct
structure-based searching by CDER staff; and (3) (Q)SAR model development to support drug safety review. Databases and models are used to
respond to regulatory review consultation requests.

Figure 7. DARS utilizes target-adverse event profiles to predict
adverse events. DARS researchers utilize adverse event data from the
FDA Adverse Event Reporting System, FDA drug labels, and peer-
reviewed literature and databases containing drug and target infor-
mation to connect adverse events to drug targets.
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includes potential application at the end of phase 2 drug devel-

opment where an analysis could inform which adverse events to

most closely monitor in phase 3 clinical trials, application at the

time of new drug review to inform review of safety data

observed in clinical trials prior to a new drug’s approval, and

for postmarket safety monitoring to determine which adverse

events deserve a more careful examination. This work is ongoing

in collaboration with FDA/CDER’s Office of Surveillance and

Epidemiology and Office of New Drugs.

DARS also performs research into the application of sys-

tems pharmacology models to predict drug safety. Research

efforts have included a systems pharmacology analysis of Ste-

vens Johnson Syndrome and toxic epidermal necrolysis,58

along with identification of drug-specific pathways based on

gene expression data with application to drug-induced lung

injury.59 A postmarket analysis also studied trastuzumab-

related cardiac toxicity.60

Facilitating Drug Development

Clinical Pharmacology Tools for Drug Development

DARS works with the other Divisions throughout the Office of

Clinical Pharmacology and other CDER reviewers to enhance

the drug review process by providing pharmaceutical appli-

cants with tools and approaches that would yield information

relevant to and required by the approval process as well as

address mechanisms for adverse events. Collaborative projects

have been undertaken to better define and characterize in vitro

models for industry use in early drug discovery and develop-

ment to assess absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimina-

tion, and the potential for drug-drug interaction61,62 as well as

for investigating mechanisms for adverse events.63 These tools

help bridge the gap between laboratory science that is the

anchor for drug discovery, and clinical use, the ultimate goal

of regulatory approval. DARS continues to bring new methods

to inform drug development and approval by developing in

vitro models of liver metabolism and drug transporters.

Complex Generic Drugs and Biosimilars

FDA can, in part, increase access to safe and effective therapies

by advancing methods to more rapidly approve complex gen-

eric drugs and biosimilars. The standard process for approving

small molecule generic drugs involves demonstrating bioequi-

valence based on similarity in physicochemical characteristics

and pharmacokinetics. However, demonstrating similarity in

physicochemical characteristics and/or pharmacokinetics may

not be possible for some complex drugs (eg, iron colloid prod-

ucts, peptides) and locally acting drugs (eg, ophthalmic, inha-

lation, dermatologic) creating challenges for generic drug

development. DARS works with CDER’s Office of Generic

Drugs to assess the need for changes in FDA guidance or policy

and to develop new tools for determining the bioequivalence of

complex and/or nonsystemic products to overcome these bar-

riers to generic drug approval. For example, the European

Medicines Agency had required that generic iron colloid drugs

be assessed in biodistribution studies, while FDA did not have

this requirement. To assess the need for this, DARS completed

in vivo biodistribution studies and cellular uptake studies and

demonstrated no difference between brand and generic iron col-

loid products. This led to alignment of the European Medicines

Agency and FDA requirements that now do not include biodis-

tribution studies. In a separate effort to speed the development and

approval of generic drugs, animal studies are being performed to

validate a physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model

of topical drug distribution to different tissue compartments

within the eye. Optimization and validation of a PBPK model

of the eye could reduce the number of patients needed in com-

parative clinical trials, as well as the number of animals that would

be required to demonstrate bioequivalence and support generic

drug approval for locally acting ophthalmic drugs.

The recognized differences from batch to batch for a single

manufacturer and between manufacturers of biosimilars also

suggest a need for additional assessment beyond pharmacoki-

netic bioequivalence to approve a biosimilar drug.64 Submis-

sions for biosimilars approved to date have all included clinical

noninferiority outcome studies. However, with pharmacody-

namic biomarkers, specific biosimilars could conceivably be

approved without clinical outcome studies. DARS, together

with the rest of the Office of Clinical Pharmacology, is evalu-

ating which pharmacodynamic biomarkers may be appropriate

for assessing biologic drugs that are expected to have biosimi-

lar drug products. Combined in vitro and in vivo research is

being planned to assess candidate biomarkers.

Antimicrobial Drug Development

The emergence and spread of antibiotic-resistant bacteria pla-

gues modern medicine and helps disincentivize antibiotic drug

development. The constantly evolving threat of antibiotic resis-

tance has improved proper stewardship of new antibiotic prod-

ucts, which dictates minimizing their use and thereby limiting

their sales potential.65,66 DARS is working with CDER’s

Office of Medical Policy to examine approaches to minimizing

antibiotic resistance by performing a series of in vitro and in

vivo translational research studies to develop nonclinical tools

to measure the rate at which antibiotic resistance appears.

These methods could then be used to compare antibiotic treat-

ment regimens or combinations for their ability to suppress the

appearance of antibiotic resistance.

The approach uses an in vitro hollow fiber bioreactor system

where bacteria are confined in the chamber outside of fibers

with 20kD pores (Figure 8). Nutrients and drugs are pumped

through the lumen of the fibers and freely exchange with the

extra-fiber space. Computer-controlled peristaltic pumps are

used to raise and lower the concentration of antibiotic to imitate

human pharmacokinetic concentration profiles. The rate of

emergence of antibiotic resistance is then studied with individ-

ual drugs and with 2- and 3-drug combinations. In parallel, the

same bacteria and antibiotics are studied in a mouse model of
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urinary tract infection. Mice are infected and then treated with

various concentrations of single and combination antibiotics to

elucidate exposure conditions that lead to emergence of resis-

tance in vivo. Collectively, this will determine whether anti-

bacterial resistance studied in vitro has the same mechanisms

as resistant strains identified in vivo and if the multidrug ther-

apeutic strategies tested in vitro also apply in vivo. In addition,

the genetic mutations that appear in the resistant populations

are being examined with Next Generation Sequencing. This

will establish the pattern of mutations that appear at different

levels of selective pressure and also determine if the pattern

differs in bacteria treated with combinations of antibiotics. The

results of these studies will be used to inform the design of a

clinical trial to the test ability of the in vitro- and in vivo-

identified treatment regimens to suppress the emergence of

antibiotic resistance in the clinical setting.

Precision Medicine, Genomics, and Induced
Pluripotent Stem Cells

The Precision Medicine Initiative67,68 seeks to move away

from a one-size-fits-all approach for medical therapies and

instead take into account specific characteristics of individual

patients. The OCP’s Genomics and Targeted Therapy Group

reviews all genomics data submitted in New Drug Applications

or Biologics Licensing Applications and at times consults

DARS to evaluate complex in vitro assays included in appli-

cant submissions. A recent example is the expanded indication

for the drug ivacaftor (Kalydeco) to treat additional mutations

of cystic fibrosis. Because hundreds of rare mutations exist that

can lead to cystic fibrosis, it is very difficult to enroll sufficient

numbers of patients with each mutation in clinical trials. Pre-

viously ivacaftor was only approved for patients with one of 10

different mutations; however, FDA was able to expand

approval to 33 total mutations based in part on an in vitro

cell-based assay that expressed each mutation separately. As

part of the review team, DARS carefully evaluated the raw data

submitted by the applicant to be able to reproduce results and

ensure data quality. These data are now included in the drug

label.69 This is an example of the unique role DARS plays as

active laboratory researchers and reviewers of complex labora-

tory assays to speed drug development.

DARS is also applying precision medicine to the prediction

of drug-induced adverse events. As described earlier, drug-

induced QT prolongation and torsade de pointes has resulted

in multiple drugs being withdrawn from the market, and many

drugs remain on the market with a rare risk of torsade de

pointes. In order to investigate the contribution of common

genetic variants to drug-induced QT prolongation and torsade

de pointes risk, 61 common genetic variants previously asso-

ciated with the QT interval were combined to generate a

weighted risk score.70 The genetic risk score was then shown

to explain 30% of the variability in individual subject QT pro-

longation in an FDA-sponsored clinical trial, and was found to

be associated with drug-induced torsade de pointes in a case-

control genome-wide association study. If confirmed in real-

world collections of drug-exposed patients, this type of genetic

risk score (updated as new variants are discovered) could

potentially be used to personalize risk-benefit assessment of

therapy for individual patients.

As an extension to this work, induced pluripotent stem cell-

derived cardiomyocytes from the clinical trial subjects are being

evaluated in laboratory assays to assess whether they can predict

individual patient responses in the clinic. This “clinical trial in a

dish” study is ongoing.71 Work has also been initiated to study

induced pluripotent stem cell-derived hepatocytes for use in

toxicity assessment and metabolism studies. These cell types

also have the potential to be used in microphysiological systems.

DARS staff has participated as FDA advisors to the microphy-

siological systems-funded programs of the National Center for

Advancing Translational Sciences and the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency and is expanding laboratory work into

this area to determine how this technology can be used in the

regulatory process.

Conclusion

New tools, standards, and approaches are needed to improve

the scientific assessment of the safety, efficacy, quality, and

performance of drugs. There is a unique role for FDA scientists

to perform applied research to move new science into the drug

regulatory review process and perform laboratory and compu-

tational research to address emergent regulatory needs such as

assessing the mechanism of new drug safety signals. Better

biomarkers and predictive models (in vitro, in vivo, and in

silico) have the potential to identify safety concerns earlier in

Figure 8. DARS is using hollow fiber culture systems to investigate
the factors critical to antibiotic resistance emergence and evaluate
treatment strategies to suppress emergent resistance. This in vitro
system allows culture of pathogenic bacteria and exposure of those
bacteria to single and combination antibiotic treatments to discover
the critical elements for evolution of resistance and how to best treat
infections to suppress emergent resistance. Results will inform in vivo
assessment of antibiotic resistance in mouse models and clinical trials.
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drug development and predict therapeutic effectiveness to

decrease the burden of clinical trials, such as for complex gen-

eric drugs and biosimilars. The rapidly evolving fields of

precision medicine and genomics require expert scientists in

the Agency to determine how to bring targeted therapies to

market when large clinical trials cannot be performed (eg, in

vitro assays for patient selection for rare genetic diseases) and

utilize genomic biomarkers (eg, microRNAs), human cell

assays (eg, induced pluripotent stem cell assays), and huma-

nized animal models to predict adverse events not detectable in

traditional animal models. The Division of Applied Regulatory

Science’s multidisciplinary and translational research staff

continues to advance all these areas, working collaboratively

with colleagues across CDER, FDA, other government agencies,

industry, and academia.
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